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About This Game

Joe Danger, the world’s most determined stuntman, returns to embark on a death-defying thrill-ride across the set of the greatest
blockbuster movie ever made. Across 100 crazy levels he’ll chase crooks by police bike, destroy laser-firing robots with a stolen
jetpack, escape giant boulders in a minecart, time-travel to punch dinosaurs from a quad bike and divert nuclear missiles on a

unicycle. Strap on the helmet of Joe Danger, impress the director and make action movie history!

Create insane new levels in the Movie Maker and share or download new ones through Steam Workshop!

Play on your TV through Steam Big Picture, or at your desk with new mouse and keyboard controls!

Experience Joe Danger like never before with specially enhanced graphics for PC!

Build and share Minecraft levels and race as one of the nine characters from Team Fortress 2!

Race against other players with seamlessly downloaded ghosts, and rise up the ranks on the leaderboards!

Beat your friends in fun four-player local multiplayer!
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Title: Joe Danger 2: The Movie
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Hello Games
Publisher:
Hello Games
Release Date: 24 Jun, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® 7 (32/64-bit)/Vista/XP

Processor: 2.0Ghz Dual core processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT 640M/equivalent or higher

Hard Drive: 2 GB HD space

English,German,French,Italian,Japanese
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The support of the gamepad is buggy on linux.
It starts well but after one ride and the first return to the menu, it's like the gamepad is going completely insanely crazy.
It's a USB xbox 360 gamepad that always works. And it works without a problem on shank and shank 2 using steam for linux.
So I'm sure it does not come from my system or the steam client.

This game has no interest at all played with the keyboard.
If the devs fix that I would totally change my review for a positive one.

The game is actually fun and performs well on linux. The gamepad bug is killing it.
( I tried using both xpad and xboxdrv )

For windows users, no problem at all the gamepad works flawlessly.

Besides it's a quite funny game trying to get that japanese crazyness from arcade games. And they succeeded at it pretty well in
my opinion.
The graphics are nice and colourful. I am actually sad of that situation.. We all want to be movie directors right? Fun game.
Difficult for me to say anything negative about this one.. This game is better than the awesome first Joe Danger game in every
way. If you can only buy one, buy this one. It has tf2 skins and voices and a minecraft guy skin. This game is dope.. Pretty
Briliant the games shows a great online expreince and the thril of makeing your own movies is amazing its fun to make races
10\/10 love it i recommend it
. I do NOT recommend this game to ANYONE!!!
First of all, its not "translated" to PC version, all ingame explanations are for game pad\/joystick.... game is TOO expensive for
what it offer.... damn it Im sad.... Awsome game
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Those arthritic thumbs? You just know they want even more of this goodness.. Gary Busey The Video Game: DRIVE FAST!.
Don't buy this game... many people suffers from some strange blurry bug - HUD is fine but main scene is blurred and devs don't
give a sht.

For example as you can see in this discussion.. This game is pretty fun so far, it's a bit like Excite Bike meets Trials. If you have
a monitor that runs at higher than 60hz though you should set it to run at 60hz or the game runs too fast, which is a bit rubbish..
Quite a entertaining motorcycle game with a lot of humor and color. Fun with 3 friends, but lacks the fine tuning and feel that
other games in the same genre. Bonus characters from Team fortress 2 and Minecraft is a welcome addition.. do not buy for
local co-op: 5 boring levels for ten minutes :(. Definitely not as good as I expected. Overall, if I could get a refund, I would.... I
like the game but it is obviously a console port; I can ride my vehicle, do stunts, jump but they need to create a PC port to make
it easier.. Really stupid fun. Won't make you contemplate life. Won't challange you. But damnit, its pretty fun.

Hello Games needs as much support as you can give right now, since their studio flooded. So I recommend picking this up if
you want to see No Man's Sky get made.
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